
+ The vaccine sciences lab partners closely with clients to 
drive development with well-defined assays.

+ Breadth of multiplex assays for immunology, molecular and 
functional, cell-based assays

+ 25 years of experience in vaccines from preclinical to 
post-licensure

+ Extensive regulatory experience consisting of 15 
FDA-approved vaccines
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Understanding the vaccine efficacy and immune response in patients
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INCLUSION TESTING
+ Quantitative testing for immune response and 

long-term monitoring
+ Routine and esoteric testing using multiple

platforms (ELISA, molecular, cell-based, etc.)

SAFETY MONITORING
+ Testing of patient specimens if/when a 

vaccinated patient becomes symptomatic

FUNCTIONAL/CELL-BASED ASSAYS
+ Monitor levels of immune response
+ Determine e�cacy of immune response to 

confer resistance

VACCINE SCIENCES LAB
+ Pre-vaccinated visit for baseline lab tests
+ Initial visit for vaccination
+ Follow-up visits to collect samples to 

measure immune response
+ Additional samples collected if/when 

subject/volunteer becomes symptomatic 
for disease under study
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INVESTIGATOR

CLIENT

Vaccine Sciences Lab

Visit one to 
conclusion of trial

+ EIA 
+ Luminex® 
+ MSD® 
+ Chemiluminescence
+ RIA 

+ Flow Cytometry 
+ Real-time PCR 
+ Sanger DNA Sequencing
+ Cell-based/

functional assays
+ OPA, OPK, MOPA

10 
Assay
Platforms

FACTSTHE
More than 15 years’ experience 
developing and validating vaccine assays

Extensive experience with FDA 
submissions for vaccines 

PPD Laboratories works with vaccines that 
target bacterial and viral pathogens and antigens 
that trigger autoimmune disease and cancer 

Our vaccine sciences lab supports the 
entire spectrum of vaccine development

Opsonophagocytic assays 
(OPA/OPK/MOPA) measure the ability of 
the patient’s blood to identify and eliminate the 
pathogen or antigen under investigation

PPD Laboratories has worked with vaccines 
ranging from childhood vaccines to HIV 
and influenza to dengue

VACCINE 
SCIENCES LAB
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PPD® LABORATORIES

SERVICES

HELPING DELIVER LIFE-CHANGING THERAPIES


